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How is community members’ participation in DRR and CCA
programs and activities changing?

 Clearer understanding of roles for the BDRRMC officials. Members of the BDRRMC are now aware
of their roles and responsibilities, along with the actions still need to be done for disaster
preparedness;
 Inclusion of vulnerable sectors. Community members from the vulnerable sector especially the
elderly appreciate being consulted since before INCREASE Project, this has not been practiced.
They also appreciate new learning such as the science behind disasters DRR and CCA actions;
 Increased participation. Some barangays which were not participative at the start of the project
realized the importance of DRR and CCA knowledge;
 Initiating knowledge transfer. After the planning sessions, re-echoing of risk information and
early actions will be conducted by the BDRRMC.
 Capacitating community facilitators. Community members who become ACCORD local staff are
willing to replicate DRR trainings in other barangays.

“Malaking tulong ang mga DRR training na ibinigay sa amin at maibahagi din namin sa aming kabarangay.
Bilang isang Person with Disability nalaman namin kung ano ang mga kailangan namin gawin sa panahon ng
emergency”
- Angelina Verson

Christian Neil Lorenzana – MAO Staff Amulung

Brgy. Alituntung - Sustainable Agriculture Training

Barangay Cullit - CPWS

“Maraming salamat sa mga learnings tungkol sa mga kalamidad dahil sa
totoo lang kapag may mga bagyo, kapag malapit na ang tubig baha at
malakas ang hagupit ng hangin sa magdamag yumayakap nalang ako sa
haligi ng aming tahanan. Madaming nadadagdag na kaalaman sa akin
para maiwasan ulit ang ganitong mga karanasan. Nahirapan na akong
magsulat dahil senior citizen na ako pero madami akong natutunan na
nakasulat sa aking puso.”
– Josefina Garcia, Senior Citizen
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How are community members being included in the
design and delivery of these risk reduction programs and
activities? What role do women's organisations, women
CSO leaders, and local champions play in facilitating
inclusion?

 Inclusion of vulnerable sectors in all activities. While the pandemic restricted
the number of participants for each activity, it is highlighted that every sector
would have a representative in the planning process because their voices matter;
Even in livelihood activities, women, along with other vulnerable sectors such as
the elderly and persons with disabilities were encouraged to take part.
 Women leaders as community mobilizers. Women leaders became the field
team’s partners in organizing the schedule and logistics, and mobilizing
participants for each activity.
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How are community members being included in the
design and delivery of these risk reduction programs and
activities? What role do women's organisations, women
CSO leaders, and local champions play in facilitating
inclusion?

 Freedom to collectivize and organize. Community members organize
themselves to form a collective, recognizing the benefits of bringing together
all available resources for easier management of funds and activities and for
easier mobilization and leadership in case of disaster;
 Women leading and developing their own organizations. From being active
participants to activities, they have grown to becoming leaders who initiate
meetings amongst themselves to discuss community issues and update the
team accordingly.

Women leaders conduct their own organizational meetings to
discuss organizational and community issues
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How are community members being included in the
design and delivery of these risk reduction programs and
activities? What role do women's organisations, women
CSO leaders, and local champions play in facilitating
inclusion?

 Ownership of activities. Treating INCREASE activities (especially livelihood
[since livelihood is a risk reduction program] as their own, and looking for ways
to sustain their collective livelihood activities;
 Recognizing other capacity-building needs. As they are now leading their own
organizations, they understand the need for more trainings such as financial
and leadership trainings.

How is the project influencing LGUs to be gender3
responsive and risk-informed?
Building rapport
Consistently coordinating starting from the stakeholders meeting where
their commitment was solicited (from the implementation to monitoring
and assessment of activities)
Ownership of the project on both the community’s side and the LGUs
Informal kamustahan with the key staff (MDRRMO, MSWDO, Admin officer)
to also get COVID updates
Use of other non-project activities to strengthen partnership. The COVID
response helped in introducing the team to the LGU which facilitated more
openness for the INCREASE Project.
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How is the project influencing LGUs to be genderresponsive and risk-informed?

 Collaborating with other agencies to address common needs
 DSWD Region II Office to provide leadership training to livelihood activities participants;
 IRM and gender mainstreaming at the core of DRR activities.
 Facilitators reiterate the importance of inclusion of vulnerable sector in planning and
preparing for disasters
 In contingency planning, evacuation plans and hazard maps include sex and age disaggregated
data, and makes sure that evacuation centers are inclusive (PWD- and child-friendly comfort
rooms, with privacy screens, and locks in gender-disaggregated toilets).
 Emergency and evacuation policies formulated through the project are gender-responsive. A
designated space is to be provided for breastfeeding moms and evacuation centers need to
consider women’s and men’s safety to prevent harassment.

• Photos

Bryan Jay Seguro, LDRRM Assistannt Gattaran

Coordination with DSWD Municipal
Action Team Gattaran

Project Updating and Coordination with
Department Heads
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Through a perspective of a local planner, why is there a need for
gender-responsive and risk-informed planning? What benefits
can one get from mainstreaming IRM? Any evidence as to why
local governments need to be more flexible to change (i.e.
integrating IRM, gender lens in their plans), etc.?

Recognition of the power of the community. Community members volunteer
to become part of BDRRMC; Barangay officials feel more accountable by
knowing their duties, but at the same time, recognize that mobilizing
community members is as important and necessary for reducing risk.

“Hindi natin kaya na tayo lang pala. Kailangan ng tulong ng community.”
– Barangay Takiki and Cullit Kapitan and Kagawad
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Through a perspective of a local planner, why is there a need for
gender-responsive and risk-informed planning? What benefits
can one get from mainstreaming IRM? Any evidence as to why
local governments need to be more flexible to change (i.e.
integrating IRM, gender lens in their plans), etc.?

 More risk-informed and gender-responsive plans are quality plans. MDRRMO acknowledge the need to follow
the same process to achieve the plans functional enough to inform the municipal level plans.
 Seeking accountability from duty-bearers. following the principles of IRM -- inclusive and participatory -MLGUs can now work with BLGUs who are now more empowered, and are willing to work with them vs the
traditional scenario of "brgys just following the mlgu, waiting on the mlgu" -- the level of change is on the
initiative and proactiveness, knowing their rights, and imbibing collaboration.
 Increasing the consciousness of community members on the effects and causes of hazards. INCREASE not
only capacitated first aiders and rescuers, but also helped community members in recognizing that dealing
with natural hazards also require protecting the environment.

AGYAMAN TI
PANAGDENGGEG!

(Thank you for listening!)
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How is community members’ participation in DRR and CCA
programs and activities changing?

• Participants from the CRAs to CPs and
BDRRMPs were sustained
Members from the vulnerable sector were well-represented from the
beginning
• In Barlig, relatives and neighbors of the female household heads
also actively take part in activities to show support to the women
• In Barlig, Barangay officials were initially not too keen on attending
because of the redtagging allegations; however, community
members really pushed through. Now that efforts in addressing the
redtagging issues were made, (can we confirm that) BLGU officials
are NOW more willing to work with us

• The case of Brgy. Balangao
Knowing that their area is hazard-prone, they have initiated to seek support from several
agencies and organizations.
The barangay officials were on full support to INCREASE Project upon entry. Barangay
officials’ support help influence and encourage participation among community members.
Barangay officials themselves engage participants to join in activities.
Through the project, community members become more aware on the relationship of
environmental degradation with natural hazards
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How is community members’ participation in DRR and CCA
programs and activities changing?

• Active participation of elders
Since elders’ influence in the community is
high, they play important role in
encouraging participation. Their knowledge
on the community also contributes on more
meaningful risk assessments which is
recognized by community members.
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How are community members being included in the design and
delivery of these risk reduction programs and activities? What
role do women's organisations, women CSO leaders, and local
champions play in facilitating inclusion?
• Women participants of resilient livelihood
activities initiated forming an association to
encourage membership of other women
community members
• “Ngayon lang kami nakuhaan ng inputs.”
- Participants from Kadaclan shared, appreciating being
consulted in the formulation of plans

• Participants belonging to vulnerable sectors
play specific roles during activities
• Women and youth usually lead the reporting and
bring in new ideas
• Elders are active in developing the historical timeline
and environmental changes in the area
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How are community members being included in the design and
delivery of these risk reduction programs and activities? What
role do women's organisations, women CSO leaders, and local
champions play in facilitating inclusion?
• Local staff coming from the community help
facilitate inclusion and participation
• Addresses travel restrictions
• Coordinates with BLGUs
• Learns and reports about security issues from the
ground
• Leads in mobilizing participants for activities
• Community members feel more comfortable in raising
questions to local staff
• If there’s a need for revalidation of data and
elaboration of project outputs, local staff can already
be consulted since they also have knowledge about
the history of their community

How is the project influencing LGUs to be gender3
responsive and risk-informed?
On gender responsiveness
• Taps the MSWDO to participate in activities and distribution

• Inequality has not been an issue recognized by both men
and women
On being risk-informed
• Barangay DRRM Councils use the results of risk
assessments in formulating their plans
• Through lobbying for local ordinance so budget for the
BDRRMP is secured
• More inclusive representation of vulnerable sector in the
BDRRMC structure

4 Through a perspective of a local planner, why is there a need for
gender-responsive and risk-informed planning? What benefits
can one get from mainstreaming IRM? Any evidence as to why
local governments need to be more flexible to change (i.e.
integrating IRM, gender lens in their plans), etc.?

• Reiteration of the process - Barangay officials shared that it is the first time for the participants to
undergo the process from the assessments, workshops, analysis, and planning. The importance of
analyzing their situation through the lens of IRM helps in informing their programs and activities
for BDRRMP, ensuring that vulnerable sectors are well-considered
• The participation of community members allows identifying mitigating measures and activities

Women’s Meaningful
Participation and
Decision-Making in
Resilient Livelihoods
and Community
Resilience
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How is community members’ participation in DRR and CCA
programs and activities changing?

• Increased awareness and ownership of roles
and value of DRR-CCA actions
Through contingency planning exercises,
community members understand their roles and
responsibilities, and the value of DRR and CCA
efforts.

“Gagawa tayo ng community drill para masanay
at malaman paano patatakbuhin ang BDRRMC.”
- Barangay Bagacay Chief

How is community members’ participation in DRR and CCA
programs and activities changing?
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• Learning, planning and community organising
led by informal leaders and actors
• Active participation not only from officials but also from
community members in learning, planning and recognizing
the needs of vulnerable groups
• Barangay officials are supported by the women
organizations formed through INCREASE.
•
•

To prepare for disasters, organizations help in prepositioning of food
Youth and women bring in new ides and allow healthier discussions
especially during CRAs

• Establishment of women’s collectives allow more
participation
•

•

Women leaders become advocates of DRR and CCA and encourage other
barangays to adopt DRR and CCA actions
Women leaders encourage members’ participation in workshops to boost
their organizations’ credibility and members’ confidence
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How is community members’ participation in DRR and CCA
programs and activities changing?

• Support from key barangay officials encourages
more participation among their community members
• Case of Barangay Bagacay: Barangay Captain of Barangay
Bagacay was not able to attend the first parts of the
workshop. Upon attending one, s/he appreciated the
content, knowing that the role doesn’t only lie on his/her
shoulders but also require contribution from council and
community members. When the Brgy. Captain became more
participative, eventually, other community members also
went to the workshop. Some even volunteered to become
part of the council.
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How is community members’ participation in DRR and CCA
programs and activities changing?

• Formalization of organizations to represent
vulnerable sectors in the municipality
• Leaders from formalized collectives will
represent their sector as special bodies in local
development councils, influencing key
decisions especially for local legislation and for
bringing up issues and needed services
• INCREASE-organised collectives / people's orgs
allow for GENUINE representation of
constituents, recognition of needs,
OPPORTUNITIES to tap available resources and
technical support
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How are community members being included in the design and
delivery of these risk reduction programs and activities? What
role do women's organisations, women CSO leaders, and local
champions play in facilitating inclusion?
• Purposively inviting community members from
the vulnerable sector to participate in activities

• Women and other community members
including the elderly, persons with disabilities,
and youth are eager to share their thoughts as
they were not given the space to voice out their
experiences before
• With their participation and inclusion, the
special needs of women and persons with
disabilities are considered especially in
Evacuation Centers
• Farmers’ participation in BDRRMC gives the
council an overview of the potential damage to
their agricultural land during disasters
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How are community members being included in the design and
delivery of these risk reduction programs and activities? What
role do women's organisations, women CSO leaders, and local
champions play in facilitating inclusion?
• Strengthen visibility so community members
and other stakeholders can also see the
“legality” and credibility of INCREASE programs
and activities
• In Mapanas, women farmers themselves seek
support in formalizing their collectives, and
encouraging other farmers in other barangays
to collectivize
• They share their knowledge in organizing, designing
activities, identifying roles, and establishing
livelihoods based on their available resources

• Women leaders also initiate going to several
government to seek support and recognition
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How are community members being included in the design and
delivery of these risk reduction programs and activities? What
role do women's organisations, women CSO leaders, and local
champions play in facilitating inclusion?

• The case of Brgy. Siljagon:
• Informal youth organization was reactivated, and the
leaders encourage other youth in other barangays to
organize
• The youth are invited in CRAs, planning workshops,
and livelihood activities so they learned and realized
that they have the capacity to also contribute in
community activities and can also take part in
livelihood activities such as mushroom production,
which could help in reducing negative coping
mechanisms of their families

How is the project influencing LGUs to be gender3
responsive and risk-informed?
On gender responsiveness
• Most of the LGU offices focus is on VAWC

• Most of the partner offices in Northern Samar are male-dominated.
LCDE serves as representatives of women in influencing the offices
for more gender-responsive activities
• Inclusion of GAD in the MDRRM and Contingency plans
• Partnering with GAD focal to make use of its budget for activities.
The activities also encouraged other participants from non-project
areas
On being risk-informed
• Relevant agencies are always invited in activities so they can learn
and adopt participatory process and IRM mainstreaming

4 Through a perspective of a local planner, why is there a need for
gender-responsive and risk-informed planning? What benefits
can one get from mainstreaming IRM? Any evidence as to why
local governments need to be more flexible to change (i.e.
integrating IRM, gender lens in their plans), etc.?
•

CRAs are well-appreciated because they get to learn more about their area and issues of vulnerable sectors

•

IRM mainstreaming in CRAs and long term development plans such as Comprehensive Development Plan
makes sure that plans are well-informed and reflects the reality from the ground

•

Local planners also appreciate that they themselves, and the community members, realize the root cause of
their issues and vulnerabilities

•

IRM mainstreaming allows community members to conscienticize their issues and understand the root
causes and collectively find solutions

The case of Bagacay
• Pagbabaras (extraction) – has been
an ongoing issue in the barangay
• Community members identified the
political dimensions of the root
cause of the problem and lobbied
for more sustainable CDP and CLUP
(one that is aligned with the
municipality’s vision)
• The youth who were previously
engaged in extraction activities
think of other livelihood activities

Women’s Meaningful
Participation and
Decision-Making in
Resilient Livelihoods
and Community
Resilience
Surigao del Sur

How is community members’ participation in DRR and CCA
programs and activities changing?
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• Due to limitations in social gathering, purposive
invitations to vulnerable sector --women, elderly,
IP, PWD, and youth--representatives were done
• Women participants from other projects such as
WLIE also participate in DRR/CCA activities
• Encouraged increased participation among BHWs in
INCREASE activities because of the women action
plans [through WLIE], giving the community
members access to medical equipment which are
critical during emergencies especially amid COVID
• WLIE encourages diversification of income / pooling
of resources led by women's group
•

WAPs serve as income generating activity of the women
collectives as donations are encouraged during checkups
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How is community members’ participation in DRR and CCA
programs and activities changing?

• Women collectives devise own ways to sustain
their livelihoods (recognizing livelihoods as a CCA
activity)
• Follows a model where women participants would give
back the initial capital to help fund other women’s (who
were not project participants) livelihood projects,
eventually allowing more women to benefit from the
project.

• FFBS participants exceed targets
In each barangay, around 35 to 40 women
participate in FFBS, some of whom are
female household heads, elderly, and
farmers.
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How is community members’ participation in DRR and CCA
programs and activities changing?

• The case of Brgy. Poblacion
• Women leaders initiated the registration
of their collective so they can access
support from the barangay. The BLGU
provided them with additional funds.
• Barangay officials also assisted the
women leaders in seeking support from
the MLGU. The MLGU also provided
financial support to the women’s
livelihood activities.
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How is community members’ participation in DRR and CCA
programs and activities changing?

“Ngayon lang kami nainvolve sa decision-making ng proyekto.”

- Barangay Captain in one of our covered barangays, talked about
other projects implemented by other organizations and government
agencies
• Establishment of Barangay Steering Committee helps
in ensuring continuous support from the barangay
officials
•

The Barangay Steering Committee facilitates the engagement and monitoring
of project participants and activities, which strengthens project ownership,
leadership, and eventual uptake from local leaders.

• Deeper understanding of the DRRM process
•

More organized committee members

•

Clearer understanding of the planning process

•

Increased leadership capacities of sitio and purok leaders since they have
roles in the BDRRMC

•

Before, during emergencies, it was only the Barangay Captain who mobilizes
people. With better BDRRMP, more community members are mobilized, a lot
volunteered to become members of each BDRRMC committee.
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How are community members being included in the design and
delivery of these risk reduction programs and activities? What
role do women's organisations, women CSO leaders, and local
champions play in facilitating inclusion?
• Ensuring that representatives from elderly, IPs,
women, and farmers are included in the
process
• Active participation of youth
• Youth leaders become more aware of their capacity to design
and deliver risk reduction programs and activities

“Dati, akala ko ang role lang ng SK ay para magorganize ng social and recreational events,
ngayon, mas naintindihan namin na mayroon pala
kaming mas valuable na pwedeng iambag sa
gawaing DRR at CCA, kagaya ng solid waste
management at mangrove production.”
- Gisalie Morgado, SK of Brangay Anibongan, Lianga

How is the project influencing LGUs to be gender3
responsive and risk-informed?
On gender responsiveness
• Activation of psychosocial team during
emergencies to provide counseling to
women who are exposed to exploitation due
to scarce resources
• Consideration of safety and protection of
women and children in evacuation centers
• Separation of women and men’s comfort rooms and
laundry areas to reduce harassment

How is the project influencing LGUs to be gender3
responsive and risk-informed?
On being risk-informed
• Establishment of Municipal-level Project Steering Committee
already brings active champions in the MLGU
•

The project steering committee allows AADC to give feedback, update, plan for
next activities, validate project outputs, and integrate barangay plans in the
municipal plans

• Before, in Barobo, MDRRM Plan focused more on preparedness
activities only. Now, through the project, prevention and mitigation
activities were also identified and landscape approach is being
used in assessing and managing risks was promoted.
• Provincial DRRM Office appreciates INCREASE activities where the
government’s prescribed format is still followed, but using more
participatory process in its development and formulation
• Regular updating of every activity starting from the province down
to the barangay

4 Through a perspective of a local planner, why is there a need for
gender-responsive and risk-informed planning? What benefits
can one get from mainstreaming IRM? Any evidence as to why
local governments need to be more flexible to change (i.e.
integrating IRM, gender lens in their plans), etc.?

• Gender-responsive and risk-informed planning shows BDRRMC and duty bearers’ roles during
disasters
• Gender issues are considered especially for evacuation plans
• Importance of aligning all barangay contingency and BDRRM plans to make sure that the municipal
plans are updated with the current needs and vulnerabilities of community members
(Municipalities of Barobo and Lianga already committed to fund the updating of CPs and BDRRMPs
of other non-project barangays)

